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Work measurement

 

with the eventual setting of time  
standards is not 

new,
 although its use in office areas  

is still relatively novel. For this reason, this thorough
 review of the whole area is presented —

WORK MEASUREMENT: A VALUABLE
TOOL FOR MANAGEMENT

by Frank M. Rachel and Donald L. Caruth

 

North Texas State University

More than 75 years ago, Fred



erick W. Taylor observed
 widespread conflict between man

agement and workers. He reached
 the conclusion that much of this

 conflict could be resolved if man
agement could only determine

 what is “a fair day’s work” and
 then provide a “fair day’s pay” in

 return. Taylor’s interest in this idea
 of a “fair day’s pay for a fair day’s

 work” led him into pioneering
 work in the time study field. He
 quickly learned that, before time

 standards could be set and a fair
 

day’s work determined, the meth



ods of doing the job, the equip
ment and materials used, and even

 the qualifications sought in men
 for doing particular work had to

 be standardized and brought under
 control.

With the benefit of hindsight,

 
and in the light of technological

 and social changes since Taylor’s
 pioneering efforts, scholars of to

day can find some limitations in
 the “fair day’s pay for a fair day’s
 work” concept as a solution to

 many management problems. But
 

the value to management of know



ing how long a work assignment
 should take is probably even

 greater now than in Taylor’s day.
 In particular, this is true for the

 office, where the number of work
ers is rapidly increasing and costs

 soaring.

Uses of work measurement
Work measurement provides in



formation that management can
 use in planning, organizing, con

trolling, and measuring. Essenti-
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Work measurement can be

 

used in office and

 administrative situations

 for the following purposes:

 To determine manpower

 requirements.

To schedule and distribute

 
workloads.

To compare performance.

 
To determine costs.

To pay incentive wages.

ally, work measurement, through

 

the establishment of time stand
ards, provides a sort of standing

 plan 
as

 to how long any given  
work, or phase of work, should

 take. Thus, work measurement can
 serve a number of specific plan

ning needs of management. At the
 same time, work measurement pro

vides the basis for assessing results
 actually achieved, taking corrective
 action, bringing work activities un

der control, and organizing work
 so that the most efficient and effec
tive combination of men, machines,

 and materials is achieved.

Specific purposes

More specifically, work measure



ment can be used in office and ad
ministrative situations for the fol
lowing purposes:

To Determine Manpower Re


quirements — Time standards pro

vide the basis for determining how
 many people are required to staff

 a particular function. If, for exam
ple, the standard for processing in

voices is 80 per day per employee
 and a billing department, using a

 cycle billing approach to level
 work, processes an average of 400

 invoices a day, then it is apparent
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that five clerks are needed at the

 

present level of operation. Future
 manpower needs can be deter

mined in the same way by apply
ing the time standard to forecasted

 volume. Thus, if next year’s antici
pated daily volume is 800 invoices

 a day, then an additional five
 clerks will be needed. Similarly,

 the need for reductions in staff can
 be determined by the application

 of time standards to work volumes.
 In addition, time standards can be

 used to justify overtime requests or
 the use of temporary employees to
 cope with seasonal increases in
 workloads or problems caused by
 employee illness or vacation.

To Schedule and Distribute

 
Workloads—Time standards provide

 the basis for scheduling workloads.
 By knowing precisely how much
 time is required to perform various

 jobs, a supervisor can more effec
tively determine in advance the
 sequence in which priority tasks
 must be accomplished in order to
 meet certain deadlines. The super

visor can then allocate a sufficient
 number of people to the perform

ance of these high-priority tasks.
 Knowing in advance how long it

 will take to process various items
 makes it easier to anticipate and

 plan for fluctuations in volume,
 such as peak loads. Work measure

ment can also be used as a means
 of distributing workload more
 evenly among the employees of a

 particular work center or among
 different work centers. In the ab

sence of time standards, any work
 center is likely to have some em
ployees who are overworked while
 at the same time there are other
 employees with less than a full

 workload. Work measurement pro
vides the basis for correcting such
 inequities. By the same token, un
even workload distributions among

 work centers can be corrected once
 time standards for performing the

 work have been established.
To Compare Performance —

 

One  
of the basic performance indica

tors established by work measure
ment is the utilization index. This
 index is determined by dividing

 the number of standard hours

24 Management Services
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Delay in applying work measurement had often been blamed on the

 

“special” characteristics of office work 
that

 distinguish it from factory work

(number of units produced times

 

the time standard) produced in a
 work center by the number of ac

tual hours expended. Thus, if a
 work center produced, in a given

 month, 1,936 standard hours while
 expending 1,760 actual hours, its

 utilization index would be 110 per
 cent. This figure would indicate

 that this work center is working
 efficiently and producing its work

 in less than the standard time. By
 comparing the utilization indices
 of different work centers, manage

ment can determine which centers
 are operating efficiently and utiliz

ing their personnel and which are
 not. Those work centers that con

sistently fall below 100 per cent
 can be examined more closely for
 any trouble spots that may exist.

 Because work performance can be
 equated to a percentage figure,

 work measurement makes it possi
ble for management to compare

 the performance of heterogenous
 work centers.

To Determine Costs — Time

 
standards provide the basis for

 determining the costs of various
 work units. Once a time standard

 has been determined for an opera
tion such as invoice processing, the
 application of accounting data

 makes it possible to develop a cost
 for processing invoices. The deter

mination of unit costs also makes
 it possible to determine the cost of

 performing an entire function even
 though parts of the function are

 performed by several departments
 in the organization. For example,

 in a commercial bank one of the
 major functions performed is the
 handling of checks written by the
 bank’s depositors. Many depart

ments, such as tellers, collections,
 installment loans, proof, transit,

 bookkeeping, and files, may handle
 these checks. By combining the

 costs of handling these checks in
 

each of the departments, a total

 

cost of performing this entire func
tion can be determined. The con

version of time standards into cost
 standards makes it possible to do
 a more effective job of quoting

 prices and bids, budgeting, com
paring alternative methods for get

ting a job done, and determining
 funds to be needed.

To Pay Incentive Wages—Time

 
standards provide the basis for

 paying employees for the number
 of units produced. The type of in

centive plan used may vary from a
 straight piece rate whereby each

 employee is paid a given amount
 of money for each item produced

 to some type of bonus plan where
by earnings are expressed in terms

 of time saved. Regardless of the
 specific plan used, the idea is the
 same: The employee or the work

 group earns in proportion to pro
ductivity. Where effectively used,
 incentive wages can reward extra
 effort, increase production, aid in

 assigning merit ratings, and allow
 each employee to evaluate his own
 progress.

Office work characteristics

Slowness in utilizing work meas



urement as a tool of administrative
 management has often been attrib
uted to the special characteristics

 of office work that differentiate it
 from factory work, where work

 measurement has been used exten
sively for years. The special char

acteristics of office work are these:
•

 

More mental work is usually  
required, which makes tasks diffi

cult to measure.
•

 

There is greater variability of  
work from case to case, with more

 variable factors to contend with.
•

 

There are numerous small low-  
volume, low-frequency tasks not

 thought to justify standards.

•

 

Work flow is irregular in much  
office work.

•

 

It is difficult to obtain accu 
rate counts of items processed; fre

quently there is a lack of a con
crete product.

•

 

It is difficult to apply a level 
ing factor, essential to some tech

niques of work measurement, to
 work where there is little or no

 physical effort.
Analysis of these characteristics

 
suggests that while the difficulties

 of measuring and standardizing
 office work are real, they are fre
quently exaggerated or are of such
 a nature that they can be over

come without undue difficulty.
 There is a certain amount of truly

 creative work for which time re
quirements may be unpredictable.

 There is other work into which
 judgment enters to such an extent
 that it is difficult to establish stand

ard times for cases or transactions,
 yet usable standards can be set by

 study over a long enough period to
 take in normal variations. There

 are unquestionably some tasks that
 are too inconsequential in time and
 cost to justify much effort toward

 measurement. And certainly there
 are tasks where it is difficult to

 count production. But despite such
 considerations, it seems probable

 that more than 75 per cent of all
 office work is subject to measure

ment and standardization and that
 such efforts would yield good re
turns.

In the past, management saw

 
little prospect of significant return

 from office work standardization
 and measurement. Production and

This article is based 

on

 material to be  
used in 

a
 forthcoming revision of Office  

and Administrative Management, C. L.
 Littlefield and Frank M. Rachel, Pren

tice-Hall, 
Inc.
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Just as important as the definition of the task to be measured . . .

other primary operative work was

 

more inviting. Today, with clerical
 workers and costs burgeoning,

 management interest in office work
 measurement is mounting rapidly.

 Mechanization and computeriza
tion, which require standardized

 formats and procedures in order to
 take advantage of the speed of the

 equipment, have emphasized the
 need for standardizing all of the
 office activities of a 

firm.
 If a com 

puter is costing $100 an hour
 whether in use or not, there is an

 obvious incentive to keep it in op
eration. This means a tightening of

 input data schedules. It means
 that, to a considerable extent, many

 of today’s office activities are ma
chine-paced. Thus, there is an in

creasing need for development of
 time standards as a means of

 scheduling clerical activities in or
der to take full advantage of high

speed equipment.

Approaches to measuring work
Certain preliminary steps are of

 

prime importance: (1) improve
ment and standardization of work

 methods, (2) determination of
 tasks to be measured and establish

ment of a unit of measurement,
 and (3) establishment of proce

dures for reporting production
 counts and other data.

The improvement and standardi


zation of work methods should pre

cede the setting of a time standard.
 Such action assures that the tasks

 to be measured are being per
formed in the most efficient way
 possible. Additionally, it means

 that all employees performing the
 same task are performing it in the
 same manner. If all possible im

provements are made before work
 measurement begins, the time stan

dards established should be valid
 for a much longer period of time be
cause methods changes are, assum


26

ing good system work, less likely.
The determination and classifi



cation of the tasks to be measured
 also constitute an important pre

liminary step. In order to measure
 a task accurately, care must be

 taken to include within the task
 all the elements or parts to be

 measured. This means that begin
ning and ending points for each

 job must be identified and defined.
 For some types of work measure

ment studies, this means that a de
tailed description of each task must

 be drawn up before measurement
 begins. Normally, these task de

scriptions are approved by the
 work center supervisor before the

 study begins.
Just as important 

as

 the defini 
tion of the task to be measured is

 the determination of the unit of
 measurement. If the task to be

 measured is the preparation of a
 report, what best reflects the effort

 required to produce this report?
 Care must be taken to determine

 what will best reflect effort expen
diture because in office activities

 the obvious unit of measurement is
 not always the best unit of meas

urement. On the other hand, on
 many occasions counts cannot be

 obtained on such things as line en
tries because excessive time or cost
 is required to obtain such data. In
 these cases, resort must be had to
 the next best unit of measurement.

 In any event, the unit of measure
ment must be carefully selected

 and defined before time standards
 are established.

A final preliminary step is to es


tablish a means whereby the nec

essary production counts, actual
 hours worked, and other data are

 collected and reported. Generally,
 the work center supervisor is as
signed the responsibility for accu

rately reporting this information on
 a continuing basis.

Basic approaches to setting time

 

standards include (1) stop watch

 

time study, (2) predetermined ele
mental time standards, (3) work
 sampling, and (4) time logs. Some

times a fifth approach, subjective
 standards (which includes best

 judgment, historical experience,
 and observation of one “good op

erator”), is also listed. But it is
 doubtful that results of this ap

proach should be called standards
 because they are merely estimates
 based upon supervisory observation
 or past performance. It is easy to
 be misled concerning the produc

tivity of individuals when judging
 by appearances; work variations

 may show up only over a period of
 time.

Stop watch time study
Stop watch time study, although

 

widely used for establishing stand
ards for factory tasks, has not en

joyed extensive usage 
as

 a tech 
nique for setting work standards

 for many types of office tasks.
The type of stop watch used is

 
normally one of the decimal-min

ute variety. Time is registered on
 two dials. The larger outer dial is
 divided into one hundred units,
 each representing .01 minutes. The

 smaller inner dial registers time in
 terms of a minute. The capacity of
 the inner dial is usually thirty

 minutes.
The first step in making a stop

 
watch time study is to break the

 job down into its basic elements.
 Care must be taken to classify ele

ments so that each has an obvious
 beginning and ending point. It is

 generally conceded that, in terms
 of time, elements should range be

tween .05 and .50 minutes. An ele
ment much shorter than .05 min

utes would be difficult to observe
 and record. An element over .50
 minutes might well include several
 steps that should be separated for
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. . . is the determination of the unit of measurement to be used

purposes of analysis. However,

 

whether an element
 

is .50 or 2 min 
utes is probably not critical. The

 critical point is the consistency
 with which the element is classi

fied and recorded.

Basic approach

The time study data sheet in

 

Figure 1 on page 28 indicates the
 basic approach. In this illustration
 an order-processing operation is
 broken down into four principal

 elements: editing customer orders
 for conformance to company pol

icy and price; pulling the custo
mer’s card from the file; posting the

 order; and checking for accuracy.
 The stop watch is started at the be

ginning of the first element and
 allowed to run continuously, with

 a reading made at the end of each
 element and recorded under the

 “R” column. The watch continues
 to run as the operator goes through

 successive cycles of the four ele
ments, each cycle being the proc

essing of a different customer or
der. At the end of the study the
 observer computes the differences
 between cumulative times in the

 “R” column to arrive at individual
 element times, which he enters in

 the “T” column.

A
 variation to this approach is  

the “snap-back” method, in which
 the observer, instead of allowing
 the watch to run continuously

 throughout the entire study, re
turns the watch to zero at the end
 of each element. Under this meth
od the observer reads the time at

 the end of each element, snaps the
 watch back to zero, and records
 the elemental time in the “T” col

umn. The advantage of this meth
od is the elimination of computa

tion time. However, greater 
skill and concentration are required on

 the part of the observer.
Ten cycles of the operation are

 

shown in Figure 1. This will often

 

be a sufficient number, but it is
 necessary to include enough cycles
 to indicate a cluster of element

 times, with most being nearly
 equal. Where great precision in
 standards is required, the precise
 number of observations needed for

 each element can be derived
 through mathematical formulas.

‘Selecting’ an average

To arrive at a standard, a se



lected average is computed by
 throwing out any times that are

 extreme or greatly separated from
 what seems to be the cluster, then

 averaging the rest. In the illustra
tion, note that times obtained for
 the editing element of the sixth
 cycle and the checking element of

 the ninth cycle were excluded, on
 the premise that something of an
 unusual nature happened in each

 instance that could throw the aver
age off too greatly if these elements

 were included. An interruption oc
curred in the editing step of the
 fifth cycle; as indicated, the time

 involved was omitted.
Adjustment of the selected aver


age times was then made in the

 form of a rating factor of 1.10
 (which simply means that the typ

ical worker can be expected to re
quire 10 per cent more time for the
 operation than this one did). This

 adjustment gave a base time for
 the operation of 1.110. 

A
 further  

adjustment was then made in the
 form of a fatigue and delay allow

ance of 12 per cent. The purpose
 of this allowance is to build into

 the operation a factor to cover un
avoidable delays and operator rest

 periods. The base time (1.110)
 plus the fatigue and delay allow

ance (.133) established a standard
 of 1.243 minutes for performing

 the order-processing operation.
While stop watch time study is

 

regarded by many persons 

as

 the  
most scientific approach to the set

ting of time standards, there is also
 widespread agreement that it is the
 weakest from a psychological

 standpoint. Insecurity, defensive
ness, fear of personal criticism, and
 many other forms of hostility are
 common results of stop watch tim

ing; employees may try to “out
guess” the analyst and pace them

selves at rates that they can live
 with comfortably in the future; the
 analyst, in turn, must try to make

 adjustments and allowances—and
 the whole process may require a

 tremendous amount of subjectivity
 in judgment, more than is suitable

 to a “scientific” approach. This is
 not to suggest that stop watch time

 study is not a valid and useful
 technique for establishing office

 time standards; it is merely to em
phasize the need for well trained

 analysts, policies that protect work
er interests, and painstaking efforts

 to communicate the objectives of
 and the necessity for the program.

Predetermined time standards
Predetermined elemental time

 

standards have been developed for
 a wide variety of basic body mo

tions common to many tasks. Cri
ticism of the subjectivity and in

consistency of time study and other
 forms of work measurement was
 the motivating force behind devel

opment of predetermined time
 standards. A number of such time

 systems have been in use for years.
 Among the best known are Work-

 Factor, Methods-Time Measure
ment (MTM), Basic Motion Time

study (BMT), and Dimensional
 Motion Times (DMT).

All of these systems have two

 
beliefs in common: (1) that all

 work consists of certain basic ele
mental motions and (2) that
 through scientific analysis times

January-February, 1969 27
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FIGURE I

TIME STUDY DATA SHEET

Operation Order Processing

Observer J. T. Powell

Operator’s
Name 

________

Barbara Miller __________

Date of Study 11-15

TOTAL BASE TIME

 

XXX XXX 1.110

Element
Cycle

Selected
Average Rating

Base

 

Time
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

T R T R T R T R T R T R T R T R T R T R

Edit

 
Order 33

00
33 31 38 29 42 31

51

A
 

28449484
43 99 32 95 29 97 2895 30 84 0.301 1.10 0.331

Full

 
Customer

 Card 20 53 19 57 21
63

18 69 19 503 16 615 20 715 22 819 19 914 18 1002 0.182 1.10 0.200

Post

 
Order 25 78 26 83 25 88 23 92 24 27 22 37 24 39

21
40 22 36 25 27 0.237 1.10 0.261

Check

 

for
Accuracy 29 107 30

213

32 320 29 42129 56 26 63 29 68 27 6716 54 29 56 0.289 1.10 0.318

Allowance for Fatigue and Delay 12 %

 

0.193 minutes

Standard Time per Unit (Base Time plus Allowance)

 

1.243  minutes

Standard Output in Units per Hour

 

48.309  units/hour

Notes (interruptions, irregularities, other comments):
(A) Asked supervisor about possible price discrepancy, from 4.49 to 4.84 minutes

can be determined for performing

 

each of these basic motions. How
ever, the systems differ consider

ably from each other in the way
 they identify or classify basic mo

tions.
Most of the predetermined time

 
systems have been developed by

 

photographing operations and

 

studying these in great detail in
 order to determine the basic mo

tions and to develop standard times
 for these motions. Time study and
 laboratory analysis have also been

 used. The culmination of such
 work is the development of a cata



log of standard motions with a time

 

value assigned to each.
In order to set a time standard

 
using predetermined times, the an

alyst would observe an operation,
 classify and record the basic mo
tions used, and then apply the

 standard time values to these mo-

28 Management Services
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FIGURE 2

AF Form 1113, Sep 60
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FIGURE 3

WORK SAMPLING COMPUTATIONS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Number Actual Average Delay and Number Unit Time
of Actual Man Performance Leveled Fatigue Standard of Standard

Work Activity Observations % Hours Rating Time Allowance Time Units in Hours

Process Vouchers 3430 .386 848 1.10

932.80

1.194 1113.76 3247 .3430
Prepare Statements 2554 .287 630 1.10 693.00 1.194

827.44
1289 .6419

Process Return Items 421 .047 103 1.10 113.30 1.194 135.28 750 .1809
File Checks 450 .051 112 1.10 123.20 1.194 147.10 4579 .0321
Customer Notifications 210 .023 51 1.10 56.10 1.194 66.98 395 .1696

Unavoidable Delay 445 .050 110
Personal, Rest 1210 .136 299
Idle 175 .020 44

Totals 8895 1.000 2197

* Computation of Allowance:

Allowance for Personal = 30 minutes
Allowance for Fatigue = 24 minutes
Allowance for Delay

 

= 24 minutes
Total Allowance

 
= 78 minutes

Total Minutes in Work Day = 480

per

 

per
 

per per

day

 

day
 

day day

78 = 16.25%

480

1 + 16.25

 

_ 1.194 Delay and Fatigue Allowance
100.00 - 16.25

tions. Normally, to be proficient 

in 

using this technique, an analyst
 must have had extensive training.

The use of predetermined times

 
requires that the operations being

 observed be highly repetitive. Be
cause this condition is not met as

 frequently in the office as in the
 factory, the applicability of prede

termined times for setting stand
ards on the majority of office op

erations appears to be limited.

Work sampling

One of the newest approaches to

 

setting time standards for office op
erations is work sampling. In es
sence, it consists of spot checking

 and drawing conclusions regarding
 the full range of possible items on

 the basis of percentages developed
 from the spot check. Work sam

pling is based on the theory that a
 sample taken at random from a
 large group will tend to resemble

 the distribution pattern of the large
 group. If enough sampling is done,
 the characteristics of the sample

 will differ little from the character


istics of the population or universe

 

from which the sample is drawn.

Applying the technique

To set standards with this tech



nique, the analyst determines in
 advance which operations are to
 be measured and the number of
 random observations needed and

 develops a list of times at which
 the operations will be observed. At

 the times indicated the analyst vis
its the work place and observes

 what each employee is doing. Nor
mally, he would do this by making

 tally marks on a form such as in
 Figure 2 on page 29. When suffi

cient observations have been made,
 the analyst would compute the

 time standards.
Figure 3 on this page illustrates

 
the basic procedure for calculating

 standards. The various categories
 of activities sampled are shown in

 the first column. The second col
umn shows the number of times

 during the study that the analyst
 observed the activities being per

formed. The next column indicates
 

the percentage occurrence for each

 

activity. The total hours worked by
 this work center during the study

 period was 2,197. This figure is
 shown as the total of the Actual
 Man Hours column. To determine

 the number of hours for each ac
tivity the total hours figure is mul

tiplied by the per cent occurrence
 for each activity. The actual hours

 per work activity are adjusted by
 a leveling factor of 1.10, which in

dicates that the typical worker
 would require 10 per cent more

 time for performing each task. This
 so-called leveled time is further ad
justed by a factor of 1.194 in order

 
to

 build into the standard an allow 
ance for delays and personal needs

 of the workers. This adjustment re
sults in a standard time (in total
 hours) shown in Column 7. In Col

umn 8 the number of units of each
 activity that were produced during

 the study are shown. Dividing the
 total standard hours for each work

 activity by the number of units
 produced results in a unit time.
 This standard is shown in Column

 8, not in conventional notation, but

30 Management Services
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FIGURE 4

TIME LOG

Name

 

Department

Duty Codes:

A — Process Vouchers

 

F — Unavoidable Delay

B — Prepare Statements

 

G — Personal, Rest

C — Process Return Items

D 

—

 File Checks

E — Customer Notifications

in decimal proportions of an hour.
The key to accuracy in work

 

sampling is in the number of ob
servations made and how they are

 made. Generally, the larger the
 number of observations the more

 accurate the results. A practical
 balance of accuracy and expense

 can be obtained by deciding upon
 

a suitable degree of reliability for

 

intended use and then determining
 the sample size needed to produce

 this result. A mathematical formula
 or a nomograph can be used to

 make this determination.
Although a person with only lim


ited training can be used to make

 work sampling observations, if per


formance leveling is to be used a

 

skilled analyst will be required.

Time logs

One of the most widely used

 

techniques of setting office time
 standards is that of time logs or

 records. In this approach each em-

January-February, 1969 31
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The key to accuracy in work sampling is .. .

FIGURE 5

Summary of Work Measurement Techniques

Technique Primary Advantages Primary

 

Disadvantages
Type of  

Standard
 Produced

Stop-Watch

 

Time Study
Accuracy; Speed of  
application; Pro

vides detailed in
formation

Employee reaction;

 

Not useful on long
 cycle or mental

 operations; Re
quires use of sub

jective leveling

Very accurate;

 

for repetitive
 tasks; "Tight”

Predeter



mined Times
Accuracy; Speed of  
application; Pro

vides detailed in
formation

Expense—requires

 

specialized train
ing; Not useful

 
on

 long cycle or  
mental operations

Extremely

 

accurate for
 repetitive

 tasks; Very
 "Tight"

Work
Sampling

Ease of application;

 

Favorable employee
 reaction; Can be

 used on long cycle
 operations

Lack of detailed

 

information; May
 require lengthy

 sample period;
 Difficult to ex

plain

Fairly

 

Accurate for
 both short and

 long cycle
 operations;

 "Loose"

Time Logs Ease of application;

 

Can be used 
on

 long  
cycle operations

Difficult to
 

summarize; Un
favorable em

ployee reaction;
 Data may be in

accurate

Inaccuracies

 

and delays
 built-in;

Very "Loose"

ployee maintains a record of the

 

time he spends performing each
 activity and the number of

 
units he  

produces. The primary advantage
 of this approach is its basic sim

plicity.

Steps in study
The first step in this type of

 

study is to develop standardized
 definitions of the work activities
 and work counts that the employ



ees are to maintain. The second is

 

one of explaining to the employees
 how the study is to be conducted

 and what records are to be kept.
 The third is the design of the forms
 to be used in collecting the data.

A typical form is the time log

 
shown in Figure 4 on page 31. This

 particular form shows time divided
 into increments of minutes. In or

der to record the time spent on
 various work activities using a time

 log, the employee simply draws a
 

line across the duty column when



ever a change is made from one
 activity to another and inserts the
 proper activity code and the num

ber of units produced. The activi
ties to be recorded can be identi

fied by code letters at the bottom
 of the form.

The fourth step in developing

 
time standards by use of the time

 log is to have all employees in the
 department being studied maintain

 logs over a period of time suffi-
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. . . the number of observations made and how they are made

FIGURE 6

Uses of Work Measurement Related to Work Measurement Techniques

Use Basic
Objective

Required

 

Precision
Techniques Related to Uses

Time
Study

Predeter


mined

Work
Sampling

Time
Logs

Determine Man



power Require
ments

To fairly
 

accurately
 establish

 relation
ship between

 work volume
 and required

 man-hours

Standard

 

should be
 accurate,
 but not

 over-pre
cise

Very

 

Good
Good; May  
be too
 detailed

Excel


lent
Not too  
good;

 Lack of
 accuracy

Schedule and

 

Distribute
 Workload

Establish
 

priority
 time-table

 for tasks;
 Even distri

bution of
 work among

 employees
 or sections

Standard

 

should be
 accurate

 where pro
duction

 line is
 involved;

 Less pre
cision re

quired for
 distribu

tion

Very

 

good
Very  
good;
 May be

 too de
tailed

Very

 

good
Good if  
schedu

ling not
 critical

Compare

 

Performance
To evaluate  
output in

 terms of
 standard

Standard

 

should be
 fairly

 accurate,
 but not

 overly
 precise

Excel



lent
Good;
May be

 too de
tailed

Excel



lent
Not too  
good;
Inaccu


racies

 built-
 in

Incentive
Wages

Provide for

 

payment of
 wages based

 on output

Extreme

 

precision
 required

Excel


lent
Excel 
lent

Poor Extremely  
poor

Determine
Cost

Allocate

 

costs among
 products or

 functions

Only rel



ative pre
cision

Excel


lent
Very  
good;
 Could

 be too
 detailed

Excel



lent
Very  
good
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Where the end result of

 

work measurement requires

 a precise standard, such

 as incentive wages, then a

 technique that can assure

 the necessary precision

 must be used. But where

 the end result need not be so

 precise, such as in a simple

 allocation of function costs,

 another less precise tech

nique can be used.

 

cient to afford a representative

 

sample of the activities performed
 in the work center. The fifth and
 final step in the study is to sum

marize the recorded times and
 units produced and develop time

 standards.
The time log approach is easy

 
to explain and administer. Employ

ees may be stimulated to higher
 performance by knowing that some
 effort is being made to “keep score”

 and probably will not resent this
 approach if they are given ade

quate explanation of its purposes—
 and if management then exercises

 good judgment in utilizing the in
formation obtained.

Potential disadvantages
While the biggest advantage of

 

this approach is its ease of appli
cation, the biggest disadvantage is

 the difficulty of summarizing the
 multitude of time logs that may

 be produced. Another potential dis
advantage is the creation of em
ployee ill will through the addition

 of what can be the burdensome ac
tivity of maintaining detailed rec
ords over a period of time.

Additionally, critics point out

 
that the time log approach may be

 useful and even necessary for cur
rent measurement of output but

 that standards set by averaging
 past performance merely tell you

 what has been done, not what
 could or should be done. Such crit
icism can be valid and can justify

 a more systematic approach. It
 should be noted, however, that

 even past performance data can be
 refined by relying more upon per

formance achieved by selected
 fully trained employees than upon

 performance of averages; by ad
justing average figures before set
ting standards (where a justifiable

 basis may exist); and by maintain
ing records of production experi

ence and methods changes, through
 which higher standards might later

 be justified. This may not result in
 quite so high a degree of precision
 as a more scientific approach, yet

 it holds judgment to a minimum
 and has the special advantage of

 

greater ease in winning employee

 

understanding and acceptance.
No one technique of work meas


urement is universally applicable

 to all types of work. Some tech
niques work best on certain kinds

 of activities, while other techniques
 are better suited to other types.

 Failure to recognize this can result
 in excessive expenditures for work

 measurement or in the collapse of
 the work measurement program.

Basically, the use to which work

 
measurement data will be put de

termines or limits the techniques
 used. This means that management

 must decide in advance what work
 measurement data will be used for

 in the organization.
 

In other words,  
the goal or objective must first be

 stated and then the means of get
ting there determined. Unfortu

nately, management has not always
 done this in the area of work meas
urement. But, to a great extent,
 blame must be shared by the work

 measurement specialists who, be
ing “technique-oriented” rather

 than “result-oriented,” have failed
 to observe the relation between the

 uses of work measurement data
 and the means of collecting such
 data.

Where the end result of work

 
measurement requires a precise

 standard, such as incentive wages,
 then a technique that can provide

 the necessary precision must be
 used. But where the end result need

 not be so precise, such as in a sim
ple allocation of function costs,

 another, less precise technique can
 be used. One must be aware of the
 fact that if the technique of work

 measurement is selected before the
 uses of the data are determined,

 overmeasurement of work can re
sult. Such overmeasurement is not
 only time-consuming but also

 costly.
Figure 5 on page 32 presents a

 
summary of the techniques of office

 work measurement, showing the
 advantages, disadvantages, and
 type of standard produced by each

 technique. Figure 6 on page 33 re
lates the use of work measurement

 data to the measurement tech
niques.
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